
Learning from Castiglione, reporting  
 
Summary, 
In this report I will do my best to formulate what I have learned during the time I 
spent in Castiglione D´Otranto, working with Casa Delle Agriculture and Scuola 
Delle Agriculture. Today an association and cooperative engaged in challenges 
regarding biological and social sustainability, and depopulation of rural territories. 
There are many reasons why it has been interesting for my practice and I hope with 
this writing that I manage to share with the reader some of the stories, excitement and 
learnings. I will explain the collaboration, the different projects and what Casa Delle 
Agriculture is doing in relation to my interest in architecture and design. 
 

 
My students together with Antonio 
 
Antonio, 
A 19 year old boy plans to leave his home in Castiglione d´Otranto in Salento, a 
village in the south of Italy, almost as south as you can get. The boy is Antonio, in a 
conversation with me he explained how he after the summer will leave his village to 
study Food Production and Animal Tenure Science in the University of Palermo, in 
the north of Italy. Antonio also reveals during the conversation that he plans to return 
back home after his education to stay in his village. I ask him how come, if he feels 
sure on returning? He answers very quickly that this is where he belongs and that he 
doesn’t like the life in the big city. He explains how he loves the places where he 
grew up and how important it is for him to be near family and friends. Antonio 
explains to me that he wants to work with animals, agriculture, inspire others to stay 
and use his education to create new opportunities for himself and for everyone in 
Castiglione. It was not a surprise to me that Antonio was ready to leave his home for a 
life in the big city in the north of Italy. This is common for rural territories today 
becoming depopulated faster than ever by generations attracted to the opportunities 
offered in the metropolitan areas of the world. What did surprise me in my 
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conversation with Antonio was his strong commitment and interest to find an 
education that he knew would allow him to return back home and, as he formulated it 
himself, help him find a way to stay. We end our conversation with Antonio telling 
me that he wants to be a part of the same movement that his father Rocco Botrugno 
initiated together with people from Castiglione that once migrated but then returned. 
They are now developing new ways to live in the rural, creating opportunities to stay 
in the territories where they grew up. I would say It’s a movement that wants to 
transform and reimagine life in the rural to fight depopulation and give others the 
opportunity to stay. This movement is today an association and cooperative named 
Casa delle Agriculture and has been operating since 2011 with the objectives of 
giving new life to abandoned land, repopulating the countryside and generating 
sustainable economy. This is where their work connects to my interest, to find out 
how to develop ideas about design and architecture by the rural and for the rural.  
 
Casa delle Agriculture, 
The association attracted my attention in 2017 when I was participating in a workshop 
through the network Inland which I’ve been a part of since 2015. Inland is a network 
of artists, designers and architects dedicated to agricultural, social and cultural 
production, it was founded by artist Fernando Garcia Dory. Inland also works as a 
collaborative agency, it builds on the premise that the rural offers a physical and 
cultural space with diverse ways of life that differs from the urban model. The 
workshop that was arranged in 2017 took place in Castiglione, Salento, it was 
organized by Inland, Casa delle Agriculture and Free Home University. Artists, 
designers and architects were invited to combine observations of the physical 
environment (geology, climate, flora & fauna) and the land tenure systems in the 
village. We were encouraged to reflect on the social, political and economical context, 
exploring how we could use design and temporary structures to make a rural area 
return to being a social space for the community. The workshop was planned during 
the last week of August and the first week of September and was running at the same 
period as “Notte Verde” or Green Night, an event now famous in Salento initiated by 
Casa delle Agriculture. 

During the workshop I was introduced to the artist Luigi Coppola member of Casa 
delle Agriculture, born and raised in the territory and now based in both Salento and 
Brussels where he is engaged in in agricultural research projects combined with an art 
practice. Luigi introduced me to the Italian word “restanza” (staying) used frequently 
by the people involved in Casa Delle Agriculture. 

Restanza is a phrase coined by the ethnologist and anthropologist Vito Teti. The term 
is explained by him not as a matter of laziness, of weakness but instead considered as 
a fact of courage. In Teti’s book Stones Into Bread he writes: 

Once there was the emigrant's sacrifice and now there is the sacrifice of those 
who remain. A novelty compared to the past, because once we started out of 
necessity but there was also a tendency to escape from an environment 
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considered hostile, closed, without opportunities. Today young people feel 
that there may be new opportunities, other models and lifestyles, and that 
these places can be livable. 

  
It can be summarised as a way to explain the active choice that’s made to stay and 
also the way of staying to make a change. Staying not in juxtaposition to travel but 
staying in combination to travel, physically but also in the imagination. It's about 
mobility, waiting and transformation of reality. In Castiglione D´Otranto I realized, 
through the work of Casa Delle Agriculture, the opportunities, models and lifestyles 
that are transforming these places into more livable spaces, provide a different 
relationship to design and architecture, to materials, esthetic, functionality, ecologies, 
activities etc.  
  

Staying requires a particular sensitivity, for our places. Sometimes we praise 
the places and then disfigure them: so this ethic of staying also involves a 
coherence between the choice to stay and that of giving, concretely, a new 
sense to the places, preserving them and giving them back to a new life. 

  
While reading the book Stones into Bread by Vito Teti I remembered the conversation 
with the young Antonio but also with many of the other members in Casa delle 
Agriculture. They all shared similar stories about migrating from the rural territories 
of Salento to find opportunities in the bigger cities of Italy or abroad but have now 
come together to give new meaning and sense to the places where they grew up. From 
the conversations I understood that they do it not only with the intention to preserve 
but also as a way to give the place new life, making it more livable through different 
cultural transformations. This involves the knowledge they bring back home from 
travelling, working, studying and from different global challenges discussed today 
such as gender, intersectionality, migration, sustainability etc. They do not return back 
home to become the traditional farmer, as we know it, they invent something new 
rooted on what the territory has to offer. An artist becomes an artist experimenting 
with the sensible and philosophical aspects of working the soil and planting seeds, the 
engineer becomes an engineer concerned with the innovative aspects of working the 
soil and planting seeds, the teacher becomes concerned with the pedagogical aspects 
of working with the soil and plant seeds and so on. I believe that this diversity and 
their holistic approach is the reason to their success with Casa delle Agriculture, today 
managing many projects in Castiglione and it surroundings activating the soil through 
cultivation, culture, pedagogy, social and biological sustainability. They engage 
schools, young people, refugees, elderly, artists, architects etc. In all of the projects 
and initiatives places are transformed, rehabilitated through activities, esthetics 
through cultivation or in the meeting with other needs in the process of working with 
a territory from a holistic approach. In some activities the esthetics of the landscape is 
changed just by collecting waste and planting seed bombs, or sometimes by building 
traditional stone walls (pietra secca) making the places more beautiful and accessible 
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for enjoying a walk or biking. Giving places abbandoned by depopulation a new 
sense. The association have a mix of members, some of them are homecomers who’ve 
decided to engage in their territory, there is the younger generation that has chosen to 
stay and also teenagers like Antonio who are carefully choosing education in the 
university so that they can come back and create new opportunities for themselves 
and others in the village. 
 
A short description of some of the projects initiated by Casa delle Agriculture in 
Castiglione D´Otranto: 
 
The green night, (Notte verde) 
An event taking place every year the last day in august, a one night event that 
appropriates the traditional cultural events of the white night (Notte Bianca in Italy) 
but instead combining cultural manifestations with agricultural knowledge, 
production, traditions and innovations. Explained by Casa delle Agriculture as a 
biological celebration event with high environmental sustainability. 

https://casadelleagriculture.wordpress.com/2018/08/13/notte-verde-agriculture-
utopie-e-comunita-2018/ 
 
 
The seed Nursery,  (vivaio degli semi) 
This is like a library of seeds where Casa delle Agriculture collect a variety of seeds 
through exchange with locals and abroad. The seeds are then used on the Biodiversity 
garden to explore what seed are the most adapted ones for the territory. 
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The variety of tomato seeds planted by Casa delle Agriculture shown during the Green Night 
 
The Orchard Market, (Mercato dei Frutii Minori) 
A local market for organic products from the territory, a laboratory for developing 
and sharing knowledge of cultivation practices and promote local biodiversity. All 
kinds of seeds are explored from trees to flowers. 
 

Visiting the Orchard Market 
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The Common Orchard Park, (Parco Comune dei Frutti Minori) 
A widespread and constantly expanding park of local biodiversity and shared beauty. 
In 2014 the country roads of Castiglione were reclaimed from about 100 tons of 
waste, regenerated and then planted with fruit trees of their oldest local varieties 
through collective actions conducted with artists, activists and thinkers. The Park 
integrates with private lands, granted in convenient use by the citizens of Castiglione. 
 

 
Luigi Coppola, taking us through the Common Orchard Park 
 
 
Biodiversity Nursery, (vivaio della biodiversità) 
A one-hectare space used to explore biodiversity. Here a variety of tomatoes, chili, 
potatoes etc. are planted and communicated with names so that visitors can learn 
about biodiversity. Next to the Nursery you find the market. 
 

 
Planting seeds together with students in the Biodiversity Nursery 
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The school of Agriculture, (scuola de agricoltura) 
An emipheral space for agricultural education in different formats, like Lab, 
workshop, roundtable discussions or traditional classroom. During my time 
collaborating with Casa Delle Agriculture I have experienced many interesting 
pedagogical situations in different setups. From walking in the landscape learning 
about biodiversity, to field studies with sheppards learning about cheese production or 
seed and cultivation education in the classroom. The school includes pedagogy with 
immigrants, schools, people with autism, elderly, artists and more.  
 

 
Luigi Coppola, contextualizing Casa delle Agriculture  
  
The Common Mill, (Il molino comunale) 
A place that allows local farmers to grain their biologically grown seed in a stone 
mill, keeping the quality of the nutrition in the flour. The common mill will also 
become a shop for locally produced bread as well as a pedagogical space for 
knowledge about a diversity of grains. 
 

The common mill, concept co-designed by http://www.abitareipaduli.com/ 
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The birth of new ideas 
The workshop in 2017 went well and I learned a lot from the Green Night and other 
projects that Casa delle Agriculture is developing. I became good friends with many 
of the members that kindly showed me around in all of the sites and explained the 
ambitions in future projects as well as sharing their backgrounds and many of the 
stories that got them where they are today. The results and actual material produced 
during the workshop 2017 were very conceptual and, from what I noticed, difficult for 
the people in Castiglione to grasp. The material reflected on communal living 
between species and discussions about how abandoned land in Castiglione, caused by 
depopulation, could be activated with a sense of belonging to the territory. In a 
dialogue with members from Casa delle Agriculture and Fernando Dory we realized 
that we needed to become more practical and less conceptual to start showing real 
examples of the discussed ideas, as a way to gain trust and really engage the people of 
Castiglione in the work that Casa delle Agriculture is doing. We sat down together to 
discuss ideas and formats to explore local materials that Rocco Botrugno, member of 
Casa Delle Agriculture had been experimenting with in housing projects, using a mix 
of hemp fibers, limestone powder and water to use as plaster on organic constructions 
with local cane or wood. Since I had presented myself as an architect and designer 
concerned with spatial aspects of built environments I was invited to take part in the 
planning of a construction Lab 2018 that would continue the more theoretical work 
from 2017 in hands on learning experiences building architecture for animals with 
local biodegradable materials. I decided to bring my students from the program of 
Interior Architecture and Furniture Design at Konstfack in Stockholm to create an 
exchange of culture and perspectives on the work from Casa Delle Agriculture. The 
Lab was planned as a construction workshop to restore an abandoned space in 
Castiglione, we named the project “Animalia Mundi Lab”.  
   

 
First day in the construction site 
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The Animalia Mundi Lab 
We started the Lab on april 10th 2018 in Castiglione d'Otranto in Italy, the Lab was 
planned as a two week project in collaboration with Luigi Coppola from Scuola di 
Agriculture and members from Casa della Agricultura and curator Alessandra 
Pomarico from Free Home University. Together with 18 students from Konstfack, 
University of Design, Art and Craft in Stockholm, we lived, learned and worked side 
by side during two weeks together with members of Casa and Scuola di Agriculture, 
local scholars, architects, newcomers and refugees, farmers, students and shepherds. 
The project was a collective and hands-on learning, leading to the restoration of an 
old stable and the building of a shelter for the hens, sheep and donkeys with local 
materials and building techniques using calce canapé (hemp and limestone) and cane 
(local bamboo). Fostering the regeneration of the surrounding area where the newly 
built common mill was inaugurated during the summer. The whole initiative worked 
as a start for common reflection on the human - nonhuman animal relations and 
continued through different projects during the summer.  
  
The program during the Lab consisted of theoretical learning and practical 
investigations. Sociologist Angelo Salento from the university of Lecce introduced 
some of the theoretical knowledge to us. Angelo Salento has followed Casa delle 
Agricultura for about four years researching on the social impact of the experience of 
Castiglione on the territory.  
 
During the workshop we also met several time with Mauro Lazzar Architect founder 
of Parco dei Paduli and designer of the Community Mill and CA at; 
http://www.abitareipaduli.com/ 
 
Another scholar we met was Marina Leuzzi, founder of Self construction Lab and an 
engineer expert on bio-architecture, in particular constructions with the use of hemp. 
Marina held a construction workshop together to introduce migrants from Gus-
Gruppo Umana Solidarietà, my students and me to different construction techniques 
on how to work with with local cane and hemp. 
 

 
Rocco Botrugno (Casa delle Agriculture), Marina Leuzzi, Alessandra Pomarica (Free Home 
University) and a guest from GUS. 
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It was a great learning experience to work with the local cane as a construction 
material. It behaves very different than wood and other materials that I usually use in 
Sweden. Because of its strength qualities when bending it into arcs and strength 
depending on the quantity you put together. The design becomes difficult to calculate 
through drawing techniques, so we had to test and prototype the design step by step 
testing the design ideas in full scale. To test the idea of working with the cane 
together with the limestone powder and hemp fibers mixed, becoming a temperate 
biodegradable plaster. We decided early to apply the technique in the design of a 
comfortable habitation for hens, in a space situated just beside an important place of 
the village. It’s a place where peasants have merchandised local products in a market 
format for thousands of years; it is an open field that today is only used for smaller 
festivals. Beneath the ground of this open field there is an underground river system 
common to the territory because of the limestone's ground it rests on, rich in water 
and minerals. With the project, we hoped to create a discussion about the importance 
of the site for the identity of territory and develop ideas connected to its history and 
transformations such as the rich biodiversity of flowers and vegetation during spring 
time that dries during the summer when the place instead is used for summer festivals 
and markets. Here Casa delle Agricultura and the village operate a struggle against 
regional politicians who want to transform the site into a large parking space. 
The chosen space overlooks also towards a big industrial complex of egg production 
where 3000 hens are producing eggs every day. This situation is a paradox that can 
serve as a pedagogical tool to reflect on the relation between humans and animals 
today.   
 

 
The open field right at the entrance of Castiglione 
 

 
Activities during a festival dedicated to the day of the soil 
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Marina Leuzzi teaching us how to combine cane bent into arcs 

 
Making some first tests with the arc technique 

 
Working together, combining arcs into a shelter 
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Working together, full activity 
 

 
Finding time for discussions 
 

 
Using a West African technique shown to us by the members from GUS 
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The Castiglione experience for me, 
The Animalia Mundi Lab was a success, the constructions came into place and Casa 
delle Agriculture arranged an event to celebrate the soil (Festa Della Terra) with food 
and music for the people in the village. We shared and discussed the results of the Lab 
together with politicians, locals and journalists. During the discussions a man from 
the village asked me what the students and I could possibly learn from Castiglione, 
considering Sweden being such a modern country, advanced and sustainable in 
opposite to his experience of southern Italy. At that moment I didn’t reflect too much 
on the question and answered it very briefly. In the case of the students I just wanted 
them to experience how to flip perspective when they are exposed to a different 
perspective on terms, like the ones mentioned above - modern, advanced and 
sustainable - exploring them in a different context, different climate, different 
economy etc. 
 

 
At the third day of work we were seeing some results on the spatial qualities of the design 
 
I continued reflecting and became more and more interested in unpacking the term 
sustainable, a word so used today that it has almost lost its own meaning while every 
scholar desperately is in search for new words to replace it with. After my last visit to 
Castiglione in July while looking at the landscape I came to remember a conversation 
I had with Luigi Coppola regarding how the rural territories of Salento are represented 
in images. We looked at how touristic postcards of Salento glorifies the landscapes 
with red soil, clean from wild vegetation with only olive trees sticking up, a landscape 
that the tourists want to experience and expect to find. But what we miss to learn from 
the postcards representing these territories is that the red color on the soil means that 
the earth is high on iron. This means that the soil is less fertile and difficult to 
cultivate. We also miss to learn about the importance of having wild vegetation 
around the olive trees, which keeps the soil protected from drying out becoming red 
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and less resillient to different illness. In fact the red soil was created by big scale olive 
farms that have started to burn the wild vegetation around the trees to collect the 
olives more effective when they fall and be able to see them instead of collecting 
them from the tree, not knowing about the consequences.  
 
But how can this be a learning expierence for me and my practice?  
 
I started to understand what esthetics in an image communicates and how it affects 
how we perceive the world and how a word is understood depending on the images 
we associate with the word. It reminded me that what we design as artists, architects 
or designers becomes an image that contains words and references for somebody else. 
I realized that behind the words “modern”, “advanced” and “sustainable” used by the 
person to compare Sweden with southern Italy, there are a lot of images produced and 
reproduced. These words eventually made me realize that I’d started to reevaluate 
some of the constructions behind images I understand as “modern”, “advanced” and 
“sustainable” that I had been given for granted. This is why I have been shifting my 
interest and investigations further away from the city in my practice, I can no longer 
see how the development of cities in terms like “green city” will alone solve the 
challenges we face today. We keep producing images of sustainable cities with green 
roofs, bee friendly architecture, urban farming etc. and it becomes what we associate 
the future with, as being modern, advanced and sustainable.  
 
But what if we instead flip perspective and see Castiglione as modern, advanced and 
sustainable?  
 
I found out through my experience that I would like to focus more on the materialized 
world behind the different images that represent terms like modernity and 
sustainability. As artist, architects and designers engaged in the social and biological  
transformation of things, I think we can have an important role in articulating the 
aesthetics, form, language of sustainability in the more directions. 
 

 
Before adding the lime powder and hemp plaster we used crushed cane as a surface for the plaster 
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The result was beautiful also without the plaster 
 
My hypothesis 
Today we trust governmental institutions and market orientated consortiums to 
develop sustainable development. But as we see an increased centralization of 
governmental institutions and a private sector driven by the liberal market economies 
concentrated in the big cities, I see a reigning metropolitan perspective on 
sustainability. This mean that the term sustainability is advocated through images 
very limited to a metropolitan and liberal market orientated lifestyle. In most cases a 
way of life only accessible for the most privileged, one needs to afford the choice to 
be sustainable and consume within a sustainable economy. From this point of view I 
see the example from Castiglione as a great opportunity for artists, architects and 
designers to flip their perspectives on sustainability, to expand its representation 
beyond the urban norm, to filter the images of sustainability through more 
perspectives. I see this as a method to become creative in the production of things that 
end up in images, which represent a more diverse view on sustainable ways of living, 
both socially and biologically. Including gender, class, race and geopolitical aspects, 
just like Casa delle Agriculture is doing. 
 

 
Finalizing the surface before adding the plaster 
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Adding the plaster to the surface 
 

 
One of the members from GUS 
 

 
After the first layer of hemp and lime plaster 
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For the donkey gate we used a combination of techniques practiced by the participants in West African 
and Sweden 
 

 
The door in to the donkey shelter 
 

 
Luigi Coppola and one of the students acting the donkeys 
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The hen and donkey shelter after one week of work 

 
The donkeys arrived to their new home in late June 
 
In the future 
I believe that what Casa delle Agriculture is doing in Castiglione is a great example 
on how the term sustainability can be understood and therefore developed in many 
directions when the term is explored from a rural perspective. The examples that are 
already being prototyped by Casa delle Agriculture in Castiglione, such as The Green 
Night, The Seed Nursery, The Orchard Market, The Orchard Park, The Biodiversity 
Nursery, The School of Agriculture, The Community Mill and now the Animalia 
Mundi Lab, are all concepts, but also expressions and urban typologies of change that 
can help transform the images we already have of what we refer to as modern, 
advanced and sustainable. I understand Casa delle Agriculture as modern because it 
stays in tune globally with radical thinkers of today and I believe strongly we need to 
face the consequences of the anthropocentric age with radical change. I see it as 
advanced because it’s based on finding the appropriate techniques for the needs, 
possibilities, abundance and ideas specific for the conditions found in that region - its 
challenges, its climate, its fauna, its territories, its culture and its people. Finally I see 
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it as a community that is defining the word sustainable by their own means, in the 
way they work with the different layers of social and biological responsibility 
connected to their territory, conscious of the power dynamics and structures such as 
economy, gender and race inequalities.  
  

 
 
I am looking forward to continue my collaboration with Casa delle Agriculture, we 
are planning future projects already next year. My next step is to continue my 
research working with the conditions found in the territory, investigating the identity 
of a rural architecture and design through the materiality of the things and the 
activities taking place, manifested in the spatial aspects of architecture and design. 
After my last experience in Castiglione I took some time to make research in Matera, 
a city inhabited for the first time already about 9000 years ago. Here it is evident in 
the different historical layers of cohabitation between people and ecologies, how we 
have been able to survive and develop conditioned by a specific territory. Only in 
modern times during the last 200 years the people that lived here for thousands of 
year failed to survive and stay.  
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I am very thankful to Casa delle Agriculture, my students from Konstfack and 
Fondazione Lerico for this fantastic learning experience. 
 
	
 

 
Collaborators, 
Casa delle Agriculture 
https://casadelleagriculture.wordpress.c
om/about/ 
 
Angelo Salento 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxUgJ
JulEUo 
 
Gus-Gruppo umana solidarietà 
http://gusitalia.it/ 
 
Marina Leuzzi, Self construction Lab 
based in Bari 
 
Free Home university 
https://www.facebook.com/freehomeuni/ 
 
Architect Mauro Lazzar 
http://www.abitareipaduli.com/ 
 
 

Me and my wife learning traditional preserving techniques for tomatoes in July 
 

 
The whole team after the two week Construction Lab in April 


